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Jose Ortiz has reported to me that on Friday, November 27, at a
social event, a reporter from an international news service
told him that the last statement from the Frente Manuel
Rodrtguez had been issued that day, but that the prosecutor
Fernando Torres again has prohibited the press from reporting
on it. This reporter says that the FNR has stated that Colonel
Carreno would be released sometime before December 5, and that
the Frente has been considering, together with the colonel, the
best way and place to accomplish this release without
endangering his life. Both the Frente and the colonel are
afraid that if he is left just anywhere that he could be killed
by government security forces. The release may be take place
through an official of the Catholic Church, or through the
international news services, through which the Frente has
issued its communiques.

The last communique was released Thursday night. A Frente
spokesman called one news agency, and as had been agreed, this
agency informed the others. Representatives of the agency
drove by car to look for the communique, which had been left
mixed in with some garbage on Providencia (Orrego Luco). They
then called Father Soyza. Journalists arrived first, and left
with a copy of the statement. A short time later the priest
arrived, and right behind him, security personnel, who
confirmed that the telephone of the priest was tapped.

Father Soyza, who has had much contact with the family of the
colonel and with the journalists, has confirmed that the
colonel's letters have asked that errors committed by the
government be recognized. This is what has caused the
journalists to think that neither the government nor the
security forces have any interest in seeing the colonel emerge
from this alive. In the opinion of these same journalists,
security forces would prefer the colonel dead, as a way to
prove the failure of efforts of the Church and to blame the
Frente for his death.


